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Hell has come home as Clive Barker returns to writing his signature creation!Clive Barker has

â€œtouchedâ€• Hellraiser only twice before: once to write The Hellbound Heart, and once more to

write and direct the original Hellraiser film. With the HELLRAISER ongoing series, witness

Barkerâ€™s long-awaited return to tell a new chapter in the official continuity â€” a trajectory that will

forever change the Cenobitesâ€¦and Pinhead! So prepare your soul for an epic journey into horror

from one of the mediumâ€™s greatest voices, and starring one of the mediumâ€™s greatest

characters, in an unforgettable new chapter of Hellraiser.
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Clive Barker was born in Liverpool in 1952. He is the worldwide bestselling author of the Books of

Blood, and numerous novels including IMAJICA, THE GREAT AND SECRET SHOW,

SACRAMENT and GALILEE. In addition to his work as a novelist and short story writer he also

illustrates, writes, directs and produces for the stage and screen. His films include Hellraiser,

Hellbound, Nightbreed and Candyman. Clive lives in Beverly Hills, California. Leonard Manco is an

artist with decades in the comic book field, who hails from Buenos Aires, Argentina. He has done

work on DC Comics / Vertigo HELLBLAZER, included the original graphic novel HELLBAZER: ALL

HIS ENGINE. In addition, he has illustrated DRUID and WAR MACHINE for Marvel.

I actually really enjoyed the story here. It is definitely better than any movie made after Hellbound.



What ruins the product, however, is the quality of the item itself. The pages started falling out after

only two days. The minute I opened the book, I could see the strain on the spine, the pages slowly

peeling away from the glue. And it's not just this issue. I also purchased volume two and it has the

same problem.If the quality of the book was better, I"d have no problem giving this a five. As is,

though, I feel kind of cheated that I only got one read out of it before it fell apart.

I'll make this quick. If you like the work of Mr. Barker, if you are into Dark Fantasy, blood and

suffering, if you liked the first two parts of Hellraiser films, you'll like this comic book for sure. I think

that this is the only logical sequel to the first two films, and the story is connected to them in many

ways. It was also very interesting to me, to see what will happen next with Pinhead and his

''original'' Cenobites, that we know from the films. Artwork is OK also. It surely have the potential to

become a very good comic book series!

My favorite horror I love Hellraiser so much thanks I love reading Ã°ÂŸÂ“Â– I love Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â• it

thanks thanks thanks

It's been 25 years since the original Hellraiser movie and I for one am happy that Clive Barker is

back working on the world and characters he created and I for one am glad he bought Kirsty Cotton

back into picture.Although I own the Hellraiser Collection on DVD, I think reading this book was a

better experience than watching any Hellraiser movie that comes after Hellbound: Hellraiser 2.This

book also shows a different side of Pinhead and his fellow Cenobites. I have always viewed their

service to Hell as unwavering, but it is cool to see that they have their own agenda, Pinhead

especially. I can't say much more without giving out spoilers, but this was a great read. I own

volumes 2 and 3 and as long as this series is in print, I'll be along for the ride.

I was smiling as a read this. I loved the artwork through out the book, especially the plates at the

end. I immediately bought the series because I couldn't stop wondering what Pinhead is up to.

Anyone who liked The Hellbound Heart will enjoy this sweet little twist.

LOVED it! Good story but the art is AMAZING! I can't wait to read more!

Fun and entertaining. Nice to know there's different cenobites to each Lemarchand configuration,

like the frozen woman and the terminator cenobite.
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